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Brand Name: Anchor Hocking Model Name: 24 Pc. Food Storage Set with SnugFit Lids 

Model Number: 10613L20 Retail: $61.99   

 

This 24 piece glass food storage set contains (4) 1 cup; (4) 2 cup; (3) 4 cup and (1) 7 cup 

round glass container with assorted mixed blue lids. They are made of Tempered Tough 
glass that does not stain or absorb odors and is oven, microwave, freezer and dishwasher 

safe. 

 Brand Name:  Anchor Hocking Model Name: 16 Pc. Food Storage Set with Mineral Blue Lids 

Model Number: 13106L20 Retail: $93.99   

 

The 16 pc. set contains: 2-1 cup round food storage w/2 lids; 2-2 cup round food storage 

w/2 lids; 2-4 cup round food storage w/2 lids; 1-4 3/4 cup rectangle food storage w/1 lid; 
and 1-6 cup rectangle food storage w/1 lid. This clear glass set is designed to prevent spills 

and leaks utilizing the BPA-free lids that form to the glass containers and provide an 
airtight seal. Lids are easy to date with dry-erase markers and are top-rack dishwasher 

safe. Nest them together and discover the room you forgot you had in your cabinets. 

Brand Name: Anchor Hocking Model Name: 3 Pc. 2 Qt. Oven Basics Casserole Dish with Mineral Blue 

TrueFit Lid + Tote Set 
Model Number: 13372L20 Retail: $45.99   

 

This casserole dish includes a TrueFit, Mineral Blue lid and cover/carrying tote. The 

casserole dish is microwave, preheated oven (up to 425 degrees, refrigerator, freezer and 
dishwasher safe. Lid is BPA free and top rack dishwasher safe glass cover and is perfect for 

baking. It is also ideal for storing and transporting while sealing in freshness. The glass 
won't absorb stains or odors.  

Brand Name: Anchor Hocking Model Name: 30 Pc. Round/Rectanglular Food Storage with Cherry 

Lids 
Model Number: 13386AHG17 Retail: $86.99   

 

This set contains: 4-1 cup round food storage w/4 lids; 6-2 cup round food storage w/6 
lids; 2-7 cup round food storage w/2 lids; 1-4 3/4 cup square sandwich food storage w/1 

lid; and 2-6 oz. custard cups w/2 clear lids. Glass does not stain or absorb odors.Set 
features secure fit plastic lid for a tight seal. The Tempered Tough™ Glass is oven, 

microwave, freezer, & dishwasher safe. Made of clear glass so you can check to see what 
is inside without letting the freshness out. 
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Brand Name: Anchor Hocking Model Name: 64 oz. Coffee Farmhouse Jar with Brushed Aluminum 
Cover 

Model Number: 13592AHG18 Retail: $30.99   

 

64 oz. Coffee Farmhouse Montana Jar has a timeless farmhouse design and can be used 

for preserving foods or home décor. Jar has a brushed aluminum lid and is sized to fit 
intended use, so no more storing half empty bags of coffee in the cabinet. Pure glass 

protects flavor of food. Glass is naturally BPA-free and dishwasher-Safe. Made in the USA. 

 Brand Name:  Anchor Hocking Model Name: 96 oz. Sugar Farmhouse Jar with Brushed Aluminum 

Cover 
Model Number: 13593AHG18 Retail: $37.99   

 

96 oz. Sugar Farmhouse Montana Jar has a timeless farmhouse design and can be used for 

preserving foods or home décor. Jar has a brushed aluminum lid and is sized to fit 
intended use, so no more storing half empty bags of sugar in the cabinet. Pure glass 

protects flavor of food. Glass is naturally BPA-free and dishwasher-Safe. Made in the USA.. 

Brand Name: Anchor Hocking Model Name: 1.5 Gallon Flour Farmhouse Jar with Brushed Alumimum 

Cover 
Model Number: 13594AHG18 Retail: $51.99   

 

1.5 gallon Flour Montana Jar is a timeless farmhouse designs can be used for preserving 

foods or home décor. Jar has a brushed aluminum lid and is sized to fit intended use, so no 
more storing half empty bags of flour in the cabinet. Pure glass protects flavor of food. 

Glass is naturally BPA-free and dishwasher-Safe. Made in the USA. 

Brand Name: Anchor Hocking Model Name: 2 Gallon Heritage Hill Jar with Glass Lid 
Model Number: 69372AHG17 Retail: $50.99   

 

America's favorite classic jar, the Heritage Hill collection by Anchor Hocking is made of 

timeless pieces that add style and function to every room of the house. They have thick 

side walls for added durability and stability. The clear glass jar features a wide mouth 
opening for ease of access and scooping, making the jars perfect for storing flour, sugar, 

or cereal on the countertop or in the pantry, and for storing or showcasing craft or home 
décor items throughout the home. The glass will not absorb stains or odors. Glass is made 

in the USA. 
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Brand Name: Anchor Hocking Model Name: 16 Pc. Manchester Set 
Model Number: 69888L20 Retail: $45.99   

 

The Manchester 16-piece Drinkware Set contains eight (8) 10.5 oz. rocks and eight (8) 
16oz. tumblers. The strength is accented by the beautiful faceted appearance. Proudly 

made in America of the finest raw ingredients to make a glass that will serve your family 
for generations. Dishwasher safe. 

 Brand Name:  Anchor Hocking Model Name: 2.5 Gallon Barrel Jar with Brushed Metal Lid 
Model Number: 85679AHG17 Retail: $51.99   

 

The 2.5-gallon glass large capacity barrel storage jar has a brushed metal lid. Features 

thick side walls for added durability and stability. Glass jar is dishwasher safe though hand-
washing is recommended for the brushed metal lid. This glass jar storage jar resembles a 

vintage wooden barrel. It is perfect to store pasta, popcorn or craft supplies. 

Brand Name: Anchor Hocking Model Name: 1.5 Gallon Montana Jar with Black Metal Cover 
Model Number: 88904AHG17 Retail: $44.99   

 

Who knew that a glass jar could be used in so many ways? This commercial Montana jar 
includes a black metal cover, has a 1-1/2 gallon capacity and can not only hold cookies but 

can safely contain flour, sugar, and even liquids as well. 

Brand Name: Anchor Hocking Model Name: 2.5 Gallon Montana Jar with Brushed Aluminum Metal 

Cover 
Model Number: 95507AHG17 Retail: $53.99   

 

Keep your flour, pasta, coffee grounds, or tea safely stored in your kitchen with this  2.5 

gallon jar! It can hold your cooking ingredients so that they are easily accessible. It 

features a top with a small handle to keep your food safe and for easy accessibility. The lid 
is made of durable brushed metal that will last. This jar is made from clear glass so you 

can easily see its contents. The glass construction also will not absorb odors or stains. 8-
5/8"L x  8 5/8"W x 13 3/4"H 

 


